
At 3 years of a Merry Christmas!

A different stomp roared a Merry Christmas. 

The hand cut at a pattern stamped of ancient stomp through an ancient  

forest- the Age of reptiles. 

Late ‘Cretaceous' Era No error in the pattern for the Tyrannosaurus 

that’s pressed in the cotton fabric.

‘Roar' of a child, not of God's animal that past passed away- anticipated.

The hand threaded, the ‘bob’ not of a person's name -the clique’.

Of rapid sound- the steel threaded encased machine stitched to not a 

gathering but of staying a straight stitch- tension taunt held for a 

creation. 

Hands not idle that guided, a well threaded needle for a hand.

‘poly’ a parrot's call of a name was not of flighted feathers but textile 

polyester.

A needle that pulled to ‘The Sound of Music’- a favorite of the holiday

for a ‘roar' from a child to roar an ancient story. 

A needle pulled until a dimension lifted to a third- short the two upper 

arms- stitched that held on a body ‘stamped’ that ‘stomped’ in times old 

before we walked. 

Hine legs of a rooster’s stand never called the farmer's morning sunrise 

for present day.

Knotted at the last pull of the thread.

An arrival of years from birth 3- a boy.

The miles of distance traveled closed in at an entrance of a door.

A Christmas warmed to the unwrapping - the wrap was unique.

Hugs for an Age to last past his age-to never lay in a geology book.

‘Merry Christmas’ sounded.

Hugs to the Age that used to walk now ‘roared’ - ‘roared’ of a ‘Merry 

Christmas!’

Laughter of the one that pulled at a needle that pulled thread.

The sound of music played a blessing received for the one that pulled at 

a needle that pulled thread

And a blessing received for a ‘roar’ that sounded with a smile that 

represented his own age of years from birth to three at 3 years of a 

Merry Christmas.
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